Basic Facts
Mission: To make research communication faster, fairer, and more useful
Number of employees: 300+
Year founded: 2004
Headquarters: Durham, North Carolina
CEO: Shashi Mudunuri

Divisions
AJE (American Journal Experts)
Through English editing and our comprehensive suite of author services, we help researchers achieve publication success - while also accelerating the pace of global discovery and advancement.

Research Square
An author-centric preprint server established in 2018 to communicate science more rapidly, improve the way science is shared, and bring more transparency and to the peer-review process.

Key Statistics
(as of April 20, 2021)
- More than 2.5 million authors in 192 countries supported since our founding in 2004
- 79,720 preprints posted on the Research Square preprint server
- 488 journals integrated into our In Review service
- 67,734 unique authors who directly posted a preprint on the platform
- 316,098 unique authors and scientists who registered on the platform
- 1,474 preprints posted per week in 2021 on average, up from 902 in 2020
- 15,233 downloads per week on average in 2021, up from 7,240 in 2020

Services
AJE + AJE Digital
- English language editing
- AI/DOIgital editing
- Academic translation
- Manuscript formatting
- Figures, Tables, Illustration
- Journal recommendation services
- Grant services

Research Square
- Video production services
- Infographic services
- Written summary services
- Prescreen badge
- Methods reporting badge
- Data reporting badge

Contact: Phillip Bogdan, Communications Manager
952-334-5986 | phillip.bogdan@researchsquare.com